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distance of 2500 It

of the Milesian school. A woman wearing her
grandmother but her thoughts will be different. Hence we return to
into Thales' reason for proclaiming water was the primary substance.

Aristotle provides three reasons for Thales' philosophy. They are: (1) mutriment of
l11Oist, heat is generated from moist and also kept alive by it, and (3) seeds of all

moist nature.
all ancient philosophers, Thales was also probably fascinated by the River Nile. He

to the cause of the regular inundation of the River He believed that the Etesian
opposed the flow of the river to the sea and thus the water swelled up and f100ded the

wind blmvs during summer

,','>n"n",n telief that
building before his own

. The Egyptians d,~.",pnd,~ri

depended
It could have only had

phenomenon. \Vater
three physical states liquid, vapour, and The transformation from one state to another

and water can be seen in nature in all three states. Water came down from
rain, hail, or dew, and early cosmologists believed that it turned into earth by some mysteriolls

fhe possibility of connecting the origin of streams and rivers with precipitation
unthinkable at that time. However more about that will be discussed in later papers.
also erroneously believed that the fire of the heavenly bodies was kept up from the

from the rivers and the seas by the process of evaporation, (8) Probabl)
factors which made Thales to reason that water yvas the primary element that

without it. It must have been driven home rather forcefully when visited the
Egypt.



also observed that the nn~"F'nr'p

of the Thus he reasoned
on this basis he may
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enquiry
the regular

but more about it have

Anaxagoras of Clazomeme (500-428 B.C. was endowed with
of the Ionian philosophers. He offered

Nile which was almost a correct explanation
a previous paper. (I0) The

['v,fir,,,lf'.,,,,,! are the follmving.
moisture on the surface of the

and from the rivers which into
Rivers take their being both from the rains

hollow. and has \vater its cavities. And
down frolTl the snoV\s in Ethiopia."

Anaxogoras also stated that
and it is a of the storm because the water

out rain.
Hippon of Samos flourished around the middle of the 5th century

water that is drunk comes from the sea for of course the wells from
than the sea, for in that the would be from the







separated and removed from the other and
most lightest left. and

concocted by the sun, for all other things when concocted becomes sweet. While ~".'J'fJ'.u.~~

state of it is carried aloft. But when collected and condensed
down whereever happens to be most conclensed.For this is likely to happen

being carried along and moving wind which does not allow them to rest
and other clouds from direction:

carried lip to the spot, and thus it thickens. t~Lli·k'·p",c

it falls do\vn and hPI'r\'-Y1f'C






